The visibility of color breakup and a means to reduce it
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Color breakup is an artifact seen on displays that present colors sequentially. When the eye tracks a moving object on such a display, different colors land on different places on the retina, and this gives rise to visible color fringes at the object’s leading and trailing edges. Interestingly, color breakup is also observed when the eye is stationary and an object moves by. Using a novel psychophysical procedure, we measured breakup both when viewers tracked and did not track a moving object. Breakup was somewhat more visible in the tracking than in the non-tracking condition. The video frames contained three subframes, one each for red, green, and blue. We spatially offset the green and blue stimuli in the second and third subframes, respectively, to find the values that minimized breakup. In the tracking and non-tracking conditions, spatial offsets of $\Delta x/3$ in the second subframe (where $\Delta x$ is the displacement of the object in one frame) and $2\Delta x/3$ in the third eliminated breakup. Thus, this method offers a way to minimize or even eliminate breakup whether the viewer is tracking or not. We suggest ways to implement the method with real video content. We also developed a color-breakup model based on spatiotemporal filtering in color-opponent pathways in early vision. We found close agreement between the model’s predictions and the experimental results. The model can be used to predict breakup for a wide variety of conditions.

Introduction

Many commercial projectors, such as the popular Digital Light Processing projector (DLP; Hornbeck, 1997), display colors sequentially. The most common implementations present red, green, and blue components sequentially in a given frame. In this case, the presentation rate (the rate at which image data is displayed) is three times the capture rate (the rate at which images are captured by the camera or produced in computer-generated imagery). When such projectors present a bright moving object on a dark background, colored fringes are often seen at the object’s leading and trailing edges (Arend, Lubin, Gille, & Larimer, 1994; Cheng & Shieh, 2009; Post, Monnier, & Calhoun, 1997; Post, Nagy, Monnier, & Calhoun, 1998; Zhang & Farrell, 2003). These fringes are referred to as color breakup.

For a projector presenting red, green, and then blue (RGB), the appearance of color breakup depends on the object’s motion and color, and the viewer’s eye movements. When the viewer tracks a moving white object, the three colors land in different places on the retina. Figure 1A shows the colored fringes that might be seen with an RGB-sequential protocol when a white object moves rightward across a dark background and the viewer tracks it. Due to the eye movement, the images from later subframes are seen displaced leftward relative to those from earlier subframes. Thus blue and cyan (green + blue) fringes are seen near the left trailing edge, and red and yellow (red + green) fringes are seen near the right leading edge. Figure 1B is a video of an object moving right and left and illustrates the breakup phenomenon.

Figure 2 depicts the individual subframes presented to the eyes in the RGB protocol (R in the first subframe, G in the second, and B in the third). The stimulus is a four-pixel-wide white bar moving at constant speed. When the viewer fixates a stationary point (non-tracking), the images of the moving object from the three subframes land on the same position on the retina, but at different times. When the viewer tracks the object (tracking), the three subframes present images at the same location on the display, but at different locations on the retina.

To understand the color-sequential stimulus, it is useful to consider the spatiotemporal differences between a bright moving stimulus with R, G, and B presented sequentially versus simultaneously: that is, when R, G, and B are presented together in each of three subframes. The sequential presentation requires stimulation in all three subframes, so we made the same assumption for simultaneous color presentation. Let the frame duration be $\Delta t$ and the displacement of the stimulus on the screen $\Delta x$. Figure 3 shows the spatiotemporal modulation of red and green when the stimulus is composed of equiluminant R, G, and B. The left column plots the modulation when the viewer does not track the stimulus and the right column the modulation when the viewer does track it. The upper row shows the modulation in R as a function of space and time and the lower row the modulation in G. (The panel for B would be very similar, just shifted one subframe.) In the figure, gray represents no difference in luminance between the sequential and simultaneous presentations. White represents space–time positions in which the luminance of R (or G) is greater in the sequential than in the simultaneous stimulus. Black represents space–time positions in which R (or G) is lower. As you can see, the differences with tracking are identical to those without tracking except for a vertical shear parallel to the position axis. The shear, of course, is due to the eye movement. Thus, from the physical differences in luminance—that is, from the differences without consideration of spatiotemporal filtering by the visual system—one cannot predict whether tracking or non-tracking will produce more apparent color breakup.

With tracking, introducing a spatial offset of $2\Delta x/3$ in the third subframe relative to the first will cause the subframes to be presented at the same location on the retina. Figure 4 shows differences in the modulation of red and green between sequential and simultaneous presentation for an offset of $\Delta x/3$ in the G (second) subframe. The modulation differences with and without tracking are identical except for a vertical shear parallel to the position axis. In fact, the differences are identical to those without the spatial offset except for shifts parallel to the position axis due to the offset. The modulation differences in space–time, therefore, do not reveal whether spatial offsetting should reduce or eliminate color breakup, nor whether offsetting should have a different effect with tracking than without tracking. This means that color breakup is not an attribute of the display or video content, but rather is created in visual processing. In particular, without low-pass filtering in early vision, color breakup would always occur when red, green, and blue are presented sequentially and breakup would be unaffected by spatial offsets of the sort illustrated in Figure 4.

To understand the causes of color breakup and particularly ways to minimize its visibility, we need to incorporate spatiotemporal filtering in color-opponent channels in early vision (Figure 5). We constructed a model based on measured spatial and temporal properties of color-opponent processes in the human vision. The input was a bright achromatic object moving across a dark background. Red, green, and blue subframes were presented sequentially. Details of the model are provided in Appendix A.
Figure 6 shows some of the modeling results. Each panel plots predicted modulation among color-opponent channels as a function of retinal position and time; when the value is zero there is no modulation, so breakup should not be seen. The left half of the figure shows the responses when the viewer’s eyes are not tracking the object and the right column shows the differences when the viewer does track. The upper and lower rows show the differences for R and G, respectively. Gray represents no difference. White represents cases in which R (or G) is more luminous in the sequential presentation. If the luminance of R (and G) is 1 integrated across a frame, then white represents +2/3. Black represents cases in which R (or G) is less luminous, and corresponds to −1/3.
stationary, and the right half shows the responses when the viewer tracks the stimulus. The panels from top to bottom show the responses when the second (green) subframe is displaced relative to the first (red) subframe by \(-\Delta x/3, 0, \Delta x/3, 2\Delta x/3,\) and \(\Delta x,\) respectively, and the third (blue) subframe is displaced by twice those values. As expected from consideration of low-pass temporal filtering, a spatial offset of \(\Delta x/3\) eliminates color breakup in the model when the viewer tracks the object. Interestingly, the same offset minimizes predicted breakup when the eyes are stationary. The range of offsets for which breakup should not be visible is wider in the non-tracking case than in the tracking case.

As we said earlier, the cause of visible breakup during tracking when the offset is zero is obvious: Different subframes fall on different positions on the retina and therefore appear spatially displaced. The cause of breakup with zero offset when the eyes are stationary is less obvious. When a frame is presented, three subframes land on one position on the retina, but at different times. When the next frame appears, the visual impression from the first subframe of the last frame has faded more than the impression from the second and third subframes. Therefore, a preceding frame affects the appearance of the first subframe the most, and a succeeding frame affects the last subframe the most. At the trailing edge, a black frame follows a white frame leaving the visual impression from the last subframe, which is blue. At the leading edge, a black frame precedes a white frame, so the visual impression from the first subframe, which is red, is more salient than from the other subframes. As a result, one sees blue and red at the trailing and leading edges, respectively: the same ordering as observed when tracking the white object. A spatial offset of \(\Delta x/3\) for the second subframe and \(2\Delta x/3\) for the third subframe causes the trailing and leading edges to oscillate mostly in hue. Sensitivity to rapid variations in hue is low, so the visibility of breakup is reduced or eliminated.

We predict that a spatial offset of \(\Delta x/3\) for the second subframe and \(2\Delta x/3\) for the third subframe can minimize color breakup regardless of whether the viewer is tracking a moving object or fixating a stationary point while an object moves past. We also predict that the range of offsets that eliminate or minimize color breakup will be wider when the eyes are stationary than when they are tracking. We conducted psychophysical experiments to evaluate these predictions.
Methods

Subjects

Three subjects, 22–32 years of age, participated. All had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, stereo acuity, and color vision. Two were authors; one was not aware of the experimental hypotheses. Appropriate consent and debriefing were done according to the Declarations of Helsinki.

Apparatus

Stimuli were presented on a cathode-ray tube (CRT, ViewSonic G225f, Walnut, CA, USA; 1280 × 960 pixels, providing 640 × 960 pixels per each-eye view) and viewed binocularly. Viewing distance was 107.3 cm where each pixel subtended 1 arcmin. Refresh rate (or presentation rate) was 120 Hz. The capture rate was 40 Hz.

Stimuli and procedure

We tested the three presentation protocols depicted in Figure 7. All three decomposed color into red, green, and blue.

Yellow and magenta stimuli (Figure 7B, C) were used to test whether an offset in the second subframe relative to the first had the same effect as twice that offset in the third subframe relative to the first. The yellow stimulus presented light during the first and second subframes (RGX) and the magenta stimulus presented light during the first and third (RXB).

We tested two eye-movement conditions. In the non-tracking condition, we presented five object speeds (2, 6, 10, 20, and 30°/s, or 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15 pixels/frame); in the tracking condition, we presented only three (2, 6, and 10°/s) because tracking becomes inaccurate at speeds greater than 10°/s (Robinson, Gordon, & Gordon, 1986).

The stimulus consisted of two groups of bright rectangles on a dark background (Figure 8). Each rectangle was 1° high. The widths were 0.5, 1, 2, or 4°. The distance between adjacent rectangles was increased in proportion to stimulus speed so that no spatiotemporal aliasing occurred. In the tracking condition, the two groups of rectangles traveled horizontally at equal speed in the same direction. A fixation cross, located between the two groups, moved with the rectangles. To provide enough time for the subject to fixate, we

Figure 6. Model predictions. The panels plot the output of the model described in Figure 5 for various conditions. Each panel plots predicted response modulation among color-opponent channels as a function of retinal position and time. Zero represents no response modulation and therefore no predicted breakup. Greater values correspond to greater predicted modulation and therefore breakup. The left and right columns represent respectively the responses when the viewer’s eyes are stationary and when the viewer tracks the stimulus. From top to bottom, the spatial offsets of the second subframe are −Δx/3, 0, Δx/3, 2Δx/3, Δx, respectively. The offsets for the third subframe are twice those values. The simulated stimulus was a 1°-wide white target traveling at 6°/s on a black background. The capture rate was 40 Hz.
presented the cross at its initial position for 0.5 s before the onset of the rectangles. When the moving rectangles appeared, the cross moved with them. The rectangles stimulus was presented for 1 s. In the non-tracking condition, the cross was presented midway between the rows of rectangles and was stationary. The two groups of rectangles traveled in opposite directions. By presenting opposing motions, we made it easier for subjects to hold the eyes stationary. In pilot testing, we noticed transient color breakup at the beginning and end of some presentations, probably due to reflexive tracking eye movements. To minimize such tracking, we faded the rectangles in and out at the beginning and end of each trial, for the non-tracking condition only. The fade in and fade out was not included in the model because the sensation of color breakup is strongest when the stimulus is brightest. After each presentation, subjects indicated with a key press whether or not they had perceived color breakup. They were instructed to respond positively only when they perceived hue variation at the edges. Thus, they did not respond if they perceived other motion artifacts such as judder or edge banding (Hoffman, Karasev, & Banks, 2011).

We examined how spatial offsets added to the second and third subframes affect breakup visibility. One offset was added to the green component, and twice that offset to the blue. For each condition, we presented nine different offsets according to the method of constant stimuli. For a tracked stimulus moving at speed \( v \), the offset \( \delta \) for the second subframe that should yield no breakup is:

\[
\delta = \frac{v}{f},
\]

where \( f \) is the presentation rate. The predicted offset for the third subframe is \( 2\delta \). Using the same logic, we predict that the nulling offset for a yellow stimulus (in which only the first and second subframes are illuminated) would be \( \delta \) added to the second subframe, and that the nulling offset for magenta (in which the first and third subframes are illuminated) would be \( 2\delta \) added to the third subframe. Expressed as proportions of the displacement \( \Delta x \) per frame, \( \delta \) and \( 2\delta \) correspond to \( \Delta x/3 \) and \( 2\Delta x/3 \), respectively.

Figure 9 illustrates typical data for one speed and presentation protocol. The proportion of trials in which color breakup was reported is plotted as a function of the offset of the second subframe. The data are from the achromatic condition with a stimulus speed of \( 10^7 \) s and stationary fixation. The value of the offset that should eliminate breakup is \( \Delta x/3 \) (Equation 1). The curves are two cumulative Gaussians fit to the data using a maximum-likelihood criterion.

Figure 8. Stimulus used to measure color breakup. A series of bright rectangles moved across a dark background. In the tracking case, subjects tracked a cross that moved with the rectangles. In the non-tracking case, subjects fixated a stationary cross and the rectangles moved in opposite directions above and below the cross. In the figure, stimulus width is 1°, but the width varied between 0.5° and 4°.
About 5 hrs were required for each subject to complete the whole experiment.

Results

For each stimulus speed, we found the range of spatial offsets that yielded no or few reports of color breakup. The data figures indicate those ranges with shaded regions. The black lines at the edges of the shaded regions are the offsets that yielded reports of breakup on half the trials.

Figure 10 shows the results with the yellow and magenta stimuli. Recall that the first and second subframes were illuminated for the yellow stimulus (RGX) and the first and third for the magenta stimulus (RXB). These stimuli were used to test our assumption that a spatial offset of $\delta$ in the second subframe had the same effect on breakup as an offset of $2\delta$ in the third subframe. Subjects tracked the stimulus during this experiment. The yellow and magenta shaded regions represent the offsets for which viewers perceived color breakup on fewer than half the trials for the yellow and magenta stimuli, respectively; the gray regions represent offsets for which viewers perceived breakup less than half the time for both stimuli. The dashed lines represent the predicted offsets required to eliminate breakup from Equation 1. As you can see, the experimental results are quite consistent with the predictions from that equation. In particular, the offset that eliminated breakup with the magenta stimulus was, as predicted, twice the offset that eliminated breakup with the yellow stimulus. In all subsequent figures, we will not plot the data for the third subframe because it is redundant.

Having confirmed that an offset of $2\delta$ in the third subframe has an equivalent effect to an offset of $\delta$ in the second subframe, we proceeded with the main experiment with bright achromatic stimuli (i.e., R, G, and B illuminated in each frame). For each stimulus speed, we found how often color breakup was reported for different offsets of the second and third subframes relative to the first. Figure 11 shows the results for the individual subjects. The shaded regions represent the offsets for which viewers perceived color breakup on fewer than half the trials. As predicted, breakup was minimized in the tracking condition when the offset was $\Delta x/3$. That offset also minimized breakup in the non-tracking condition when the speed was $10^8$/s or slower. At faster speeds, the offset that minimized breakup was smaller than $\Delta x/3$. The upper row of Figure 12 shows the data averaged across subjects. The lower panels show the predictions from the model. The ranges of offsets that minimize breakup according to the model were quite similar to the range we observed empirically. They were essentially identical in the tracking condition and were quite similar in the non-tracking condition. Thus, the model seems to be an accurate predictor of the visibility of color breakup.

We observed in model simulations that the size of the moving stimulus had little effect on breakup visibility whether the eyes were moving or not. We investigated whether these predictions are consistent with viewers' percepts by presenting different stimulus widths (0.5, 1, 2, and 4.0°) and measuring breakup with stationary fixation. The upper row of Figure 13 shows those experimental results and the lower row...
the model predictions. As you can see, there was very little effect of stimulus size, confirming the model’s predictions.

There is one condition for which the model’s predictions and experimental behavior differ noticeably: where the stimulus width was 0.5° and speed was 20°/s. In that condition, the model predicts that breakup will be much less salient than we observed experimentally. That condition corresponds to stimulus movement such that Δx (the distance moved from one frame to the next) equals the object’s width. In that special case, the luminances of R, G, and B remain constant but shifted spatially by Δx in each frame. With temporal low-pass filtering, each color component would be almost uniformly blurred across time, resulting in less salient breakup. However, small fixational eye movements...
(jitter, drift and refixation saccades) are ever-present, and would cause subframes to be displaced slightly on the retina, thereby avoiding the overlap that occurs with no eye movement. We examined the possibility that subjects’ fixational movements caused breakup by incorporating such movements in the model. We found that these movements can indeed cause an increase in predicted breakup for that special condition. We did not, however, incorporate fixational movements into the model because their properties are difficult to measure and because their effect is probably only present in the special condition in which $D_x$ equals the stimulus width.

The retinal eccentricity of the stimulus ranged from 1–10°. We wondered whether breakup was more visible in the peripheral or central visual field. One might argue that it would be most noticeable in the peripheral field where high temporal frequencies are more visible. But one might also argue that breakup would be most noticeable near the fovea where spatial resolution and sensitivity to hue variation are greatest. All subjects reported that breakup was most visible when the rectangles passed nearest the fovea suggesting that the poor resolution and reduced sensitivity of the retinal periphery make color breakup less noticeable in that part of the visual field.

**Discussion**

When a moving stimulus is presented by a color-sequential projector, color breakup is often observed. Consideration of the spatiotemporal filtering in color-opponent channels leads to the prediction that inserting specific spatial offsets to the second and third subframes will minimize or even eliminate breakup whether the viewer is tracking the stimulus or not. We confirmed this prediction in psychophysical experiments.

**Shape of the impulse-response function**

The similarity of the predictions and empirical observations supports the hypothesis that the visibility of color breakup is dependent on spatiotemporal filtering in early vision. We asked whether the similarity of predictions and results depends on specific filtering parameters or is more robust than that. To do this, we varied the spatial and temporal properties (width and duration) of the impulse-response function by ±30%, yielding four different functions. We then convolved those functions with the same input stimuli and reran the simulations. The main results were unaffected by these variations: A spatial offset of $D_x/3$ always minimized color breakup with tracking and non-tracking, and breakup saliency was always more dependent on spatial offset when the viewer was tracking than when fixation was stationary. Therefore, slightly different spatiotemporal impulse-response functions yield behavior that is consistent with our main conclusions. However, the quantitative agreement between the predictions and experimental observations is clearly dependent on the parameters of the assumed impulse-response function. This is illustrated in Figure 14, which shows some of the non-tracking results. The individual panels show the results for different impulse-response functions. The quantitative agreement between predictions and observations was best for the parameters derived from Burbeck and Kelly (1980) (Figure 12).

**Pursuit gain**

When people track an object with a smooth eye movement, the velocity of the eye rotation does not always match the velocity of the object, so retinal slip occurs. Such errors of smooth movements can be quantified by the pursuit gain. A gain of 1 means of
course that the eye speed is perfectly matched to the object speed. With predictable object motion, as in our experiments, the gain is typically close to 1 for object speeds up to $10^8$/$s$; it falls at greater speeds (Robinson et al., 1986). In modeling our experimental data, we assumed a gain of 1 for the tracking condition because we did not present object speeds greater than $10^8$/$s$.

Saccades and breakup

Saccades are rapid, ballistic eye movements in which the eye rotates 100–500$^\circ$/s (Becker, 1991). Such rapid movements should create quite salient color breakup even when the stimulus is stationary. Yohso and Ukai (2006) examined the effect of saccades of up to 300$^\circ$/s and found that the width of the color breakup percept was narrower than predicted based simply on the retinal loci of stimulation. The reduced visibility is almost certainly due to saccadic suppression, the reduction in sensitivity to incoming visual information during a saccade (Matin, 1974). Although breakup is somewhat less visible during saccades relative to expectation, such eye movements remain an issue in color-sequential displays, particularly with high-contrast content. The problem is that saccades come at unpredictable times with unpredictable magnitudes and directions, so one cannot predict and compensate for them.

Triple capture to create spatial offsets

When an object’s position changes by $\Delta x$ every frame, adding spatial offsets of $\Delta x/3$ and $2\Delta x/3$ to every second and third subframe minimizes or even eliminates color breakup. In realistic video content, however, the value of $\Delta x$ may vary from one object to another. Thus, different offsets may be needed for different objects depending on their speeds.

One could in principle create the required offsets for each speed by using motion-compensated, frame-rate conversion (MCFRC; Kang, Cho, & Kim, 2007). MCFRC algorithms estimate motion between existing frames and create appropriate positions for intermediate frames. Thus, one could use such an algorithm to interpolate the appropriate second and third subframes and then use those interpolated frames to create the desired offsets. But MCFRC algorithms are computationally expensive and prone to artifacts when run in real time (Lee & Nguyen, 2010).

A simpler approach for creating the appropriate offsets would be to triple the capture rate. Figure 15 schematizes the idea. Instead of capturing content at $f$
and presenting at $3f$ (three subframes per frame), one would capture at $3f$ and present the appropriate colors in each of the three subframes. By tripling the capture rate, one would generate the first, second, and third subframes from the captured data and could use those frames to implement the appropriate spatial offsets for every speed. Thus, frames 1, 4, and 7 would be sent to the red channel; 2, 5, and 8 to the green channel; and 3, 6, and 9 to the blue channel. The desired spatial offsets would be baked into the content so no further manipulation would be needed.

This approach of capturing subframes at their appropriate spatial locations was used a long time ago in television. The first color television, demonstrated by Baird in 1928, used color-sequential presentation with a rotating color filter (Baird, 1929). The filter rotated in synchrony with the content such that the capture and presentation rates were identical. This method in principle could have eliminated color breakup, but the early color-sequential systems had frame rates that were too low to do so (Goldmark, Dyer, Piore, & Hollywood, 1942). The sequential technique for color presentation became obsolete when simultaneous color displays were introduced in 1947 (Kell, 1947).

Examples of the conventional protocol (simultaneous capture and alternating presentation) and the proposed protocol (alternating capture and presentation) are provided in Figure 16. The two videos display the same bright object moving across a dark background. The upper one depicts the conventional protocol in which red, green, and blue are captured simultaneously at a rate of $f$ and then displayed alternately at a rate of $3f$ (red, green, and then blue). Color breakup is quite visible at the leading and trailing edges especially when you track the object. The lower video depicts the suggested protocol in which red, green, and blue are captured and displayed alternately at $3f$. Breakup is now barely visible if at all. This shows that the suggested method could greatly reduce the visibility of color breakup.
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Appendix A

Here we provide the details of the spatiotemporal filtering model we developed. It is designed to predict the color-opponent response modulation that the stimuli in our experiments would create. We assume that the visibility of color breakup is monotonically related to the response modulation.

The stimulus was a bright achromatic rectangle on a dark background. The rectangle moved horizontally, so we considered only the horizontal dimension of space. We first defined the input stimulus in two-dimensional space-time coordinates as in Figure 2. The input is in retinal coordinates. We were interested mainly in the chromaticity of the percept, so we converted the RGB values of the input stimuli into values in opponent color space, which approximates the luminance and chromatic channels of the visual system (Poirson & Wandell, 1993; Zhang & Wandell, 1997). First, we linearized the RGB values. Because the stimulus in our simulation was a white target on a black background, we set the linearized RGB to [1 1 1] in the target and [0 0 0] in the background. We then transformed the linearized RGB values into tristimulus values in the CIE XYZ color space. If the values conform to sRGB IEC61966-2.1, a standard color space, the transformation is (Winkler, 2005):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X \\
Y \\
Z \\
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
0.412 & 0.358 & 0.180 \\
0.213 & 0.715 & 0.072 \\
0.019 & 0.119 & 0.950 \\
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
R \\
G \\
B \\
\end{bmatrix} \quad (A1)
\]

The transformation from CIE XYZ color space to opponent color space is (Zhang & Wandell, 1996):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
A \\
C_1 \\
C_2 \\
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
0.279 & 0.720 & 0.107 \\
-0.449 & 0.290 & 0.077 \\
0.086 & 0.590 & 0.501 \\
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
X \\
Y \\
Z \\
\end{bmatrix} \quad (A2)
\]

As the displayed image changes over time, the luminance of pixels changes accordingly. Ideally, temporal changes would be instantaneous, but the display has its own temporal response. We incorporated the temporal properties of the display (ViewSonic...
by measuring its temporal impulse-response function (IRF). The function was very close to an ideal exponential decay with a time constant of 1.5 msec. All simulation results included the display’s IRF. (When we replaced the IRF with a delta function, the simulation results were nearly identical, which means that the display’s IRF was short relative to the assumed human IRF.)

The resulting values in opponent color space, passed through the display’s IRF, were then convolved with the IRFs of the two chromatic channels. To calculate the IRFs of the two chromatic channels (Burr & Morrone, 1993). We assumed a complex transfer function, $H$, which is the Fourier transform of the IRF of the visual system, $h$.\[
\int h(x,t)e^{-2\pi i(f_x x+f_t t)}\,dx\,dt = H(f_x,f_t) = |H(f_x,f_t)|e^{i\theta(f_x,f_t)}, \quad (A4)
\]

Here, the modulus is the same as the CSF. Our goal was to estimate $\theta(f_x,f_t)$ in order to reverse-engineer $h$. First, we computed the logarithm of the transfer function. The log of the modulus and the unknown phase become, respectively, the real and the imaginary parts:

$$\log[H(f_x, f_t)] = \log[|H(f_x, f_t)|] + \imath \theta(f_x, f_t) \quad (A5)$$

If these real and imaginary parts are a Hilbert transform pair, then $h$ is real and causal (Mason & Zimmermann, 1960). The Hilbert transform pair is not the only solution for causal and real $h$, but it is the solution that satisfies minimum phase. For a signal whose independent variable is $t$, the Hilbert transform is

$$K_H(t) = -\frac{1}{\pi t} * k(t) = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{k(t')dt'}{t-t'}, \quad (A6)$$

where the Cauchy principal value takes care of the integration around the singularity at $t = t'$. In our case, we want a causal signal in time such that

$$h(x, t) = 0 \quad \text{for} \quad t < 0 \quad (A7)$$

However, we do not need such a constraint in the space dimension. Thus we apply the Hilbert transform along the temporal frequency dimension only. The convolution and transforming integration that we used were:

$$\theta(f_x, f_t) = \left[-\frac{\delta(f_x)}{\pi f_t} \right] \log[|H(f_x, f_t)|]$$

$$= \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{\infty}^{\infty} \frac{\delta(f_x - f'_x)}{f'_t - f_t} \log[|H(f'_x, f'_t)|] \, df'_x \, df'_t, \quad (A8)$$

where $\delta$ is the Kronecker delta function. With the phase term estimated, we calculated the IRF $h(x, t)$ by taking the inverse Fourier transform of $H(f_x, f_t)$. The calculated IRF was causal and real. We also used the same IRF for the yellow-blue channel because it is very similar to its red-green analog (Mullen, 1985; Tong, Heeger, & van den Branden Lambrecht, 1999).